Activity-Based Learning:
Expert Visits ©
Summary: Activity-based learning (ABL)
engages students intellectually, practically, and
personally to acquire knowledge and skills
from the curriculum. Active learning helps
students understand their lessons better. It
yields better retention, and it equips them to
apply what they learn to practical tasks.
Arguably most importantly, ABL gives students
the skills to plan and undertake their own
learning. It stimulates their curiosity to
formulate questions. It orients them to the local
context to know where to find answers and
corrals their discipline to plan steps to acquire
these. It nurtures their confidence to engage
directly with those who can satisfy their
curiosity. Learning that there are “teachers” all
around them is vital to students’ learning now
and lifelong. Bringing experts to the classroom
or the classroom to the experts is, therefore, an
enormously valuable pedagogic strategy.

Key
Benefits

Deepen
learners’
understanding of
local economic, social, &
cultural
knowledge &
skills

Help learners
& parents
appreciate the
value of school
even for
children who
will stay in the
community

Help learners
cultivate
personal
competencies:
inquiry;
planning;
teamwork;
listening; etc.

Help teachers
deliver lessons
in more
effective &
engaging ways
for learners,
because they
are practical

Teacher incorporates expert
lesson into
formal lessons

LEARN
Learners listen,
ask, think, & try

Help select
roles to fulfill

Help choose
questions

Brief on the
topic & expert

Prepare any
logistics

Agree on time
& location

Get
authorization

Eager to share
as a volunteer

Good
communicator

Help learners
appreciate
their interests
& talents & to
identify career
options &
other
activities

Prepare
learners for
expert visit

Prepare for
visit to /from
expert

Select a local
expert
Technically
strong

Interesting to
the learners

Relevant to
local context

Select an area
of expertise
Linked to
curriculum

Main Steps

Organizing student interactions with local experts

Help learners
understand
their formal
lessons better
& use these in
“real life”
ways

❖
❖

❖
❖

Why did you choose to do this?
What do you like about what you do?
What is hard or unpleasant?
Do you recommend it to us as a future
activity?

Education/Training

Motivation/Passion

Sample Questions (1)
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How much do the tools, equipment,
materials and other inputs cost?
Where do you sell what you produce or
the services you provide?
How do you get the products there?
How much does transportation cost?
How much do your products cost?

❖

Technical

Economics

❖

❖
❖
❖
❖

How did you learn it?
Where did you learn?
How long did it take to learn?
What level of schooling did you reach,
and how does what you learned in school
help you in this activity?

What are the different things you
produce or activities you do?
What steps/techniques do you use and
how long do the steps take?
What tools and equipment do you use
and where do you get them?
What materials do you use, how much
of each, and where do you get them?
What other inputs do you use and
where do you get them?
Please show us.

Sample Questions (2)

❖

❖

❖

What makes the activity challenging
(technically, economically, and socially)?
How does the expert manage these
challenges—problem-solving?

Interactions

❖

Why is the activity important to a family,
the community, the region; the nation—
economically, socially, personally, and
culturally?
How are things different now than when
my parents or grandparents were young?

Looking Ahead

Social Significance

Challenges

❖
❖
❖

❖

❖
❖

How do you get your tools, equipment,
materials, and other inputs?
How do you get products to market?
What regulations must you follow?
With what government offices or other
organizations do you connect? Why?

What would you like to do in the future to
grow your activity?
What would you advise we do if we
wanted to work in this area of expertise?

